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Abstract: When considering the intellectual achievements of the past, the means by which
knowledge was obtained –or created—deserve specific study apart from the objects of that
knowledge. This article uses two artefacts from the 1740s as lenses to examine the methods of
knowledge-making in the mid-eighteenth century. The first artefact, an essay by the philosopher
Thomas Reid, illustrates the role of mathematical proofs and quantitative reasoning in
contemporary moral and natural philosophy. The second artefact, an engraving of the
mathematician-astronomer Abraham Sharp by George Vertue, demonstrates the importance of
tangible objects of knowledge, even in abstract disciplines like geometry. Together, these
artefacts indicate that knowledge-making in the eighteenth century often began with abstract first
principles which then had to be grounded in the practical world in order to be accepted by the
intellectual community.

METHODS OF MAKING KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge must be obtained (or awakened, depending on one’s metaphysics) by some means.
The early modern penchant for collecting and cataloguing, exemplified by the Linnaean system
of classification for natural organisms, might betray an expectation that knowledge could be
found lying about ready-made for human use. But the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also
witnessed attempts, like that of Descartes, to construct new knowledge using processes of the
mind and little else. Additionally, the scientific method launched by Francis Bacon produced
wave after wave of facts discovered by the powerfully simple means of observation and
induction. Yet this variegated sketch barely begins to enumerate the spectrum of methods
employed for knowledge acquisition in the early modern period. As Smith and Schmidt write in
Making Knowledge in Early Modern Europe, ‘Knowledge is made abundantly, yet it is also made in
abundant ways.’1 Smith and Schmidt argue that considering historical means to knowledge can
offer more compelling insights than the traditional approach of studying the objects of that
knowledge.2 The distinction lies between what is known and how things come to be known.
Furthermore, when the ways in which knowledge was made in the past are overlooked, any
understanding of what was known will almost certainly fall into anachronism.
In this context, this paper will investigate how an eighteenth-century English gentleman
might have approached the act of knowing by examining two artefacts from the 1740s. These
artefacts, an essay by the philosopher Thomas Reid and George Vertue’s engraving of the
mathematician Abraham Sharp, are representative examples of the knowledge-making apparatus
of their time. By examining these artefacts individually and then in dialogue, we can see that the
process of knowing in the mid-eighteenth century depended in a particular way upon logical
proofs and tangible evidence. Both the essay and the engraving are concerned with the
Making Knowledge in Early Modern Europe: Practices, Objects, and Texts, 1400-1800 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2007), p. 4.
2 Making Knowledge, p. 3.
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usefulness of mathematics for advancing human knowledge in more practical spheres. While
mathematics seems abstract to the twenty-first century mind, these artefacts reveal that in the
eighteenth century, mathematical reasoning was nothing if it did not relate as tangibly as possible
to the physical world.

THOMAS REID’S ESSAY ON QUANTITY
For his scholarly debut in 1748, Thomas Reid published a paper in the Royal Society’s
Philosophical Transactions, the prototypical academic journal. Reid’s title alone provides great insight
into the means of knowledge-making in eighteenth-century Britain. His work is called:
An Essay on Quantity; occasioned by reading a Treatise, in which Simple and
Compound Ratio’s [sic] are applied to Virtue and Merit, by the Rev. Mr. Reid;
communicated in a Letter from the Rev. Henry Miles D.D. & F.R.S. to Martin
Folkes Esq; Pr.R.S.3
This title, according to the standard practice of Philosophical Transactions at the time, concatenates
in a single sentence a jumble of information that today would be filed in numerous separate
bibliographic entries. In addition to the author of the essay (Reid), the title notes the person who
provided the copy for publication (Miles). This is because Reid was not a fellow of the Royal
Society himself and thus needed Miles to bring his article to the Society’s attention. Sponsorship
was normal in 1748 as 25% of all articles published in Philosophical Transactions that year were
written by non-fellows who had been sponsored by a fellow.4 Only one-third as many articles
were published by non-fellows without this sort of sponsorship. Adrian Johns describes this
practice of the seventeenth-century Royal Society as a sequence of four steps: ‘presentation,
perusal, registration, and publication.’5The ‘presentation’ portion of this process involved fellows
presenting papers by outside authors regularly at society meetings. Part of the mechanism for
authenticating scholarly works was to enforce (at least partially) this requirement of sponsorship.
As another example of sponsorship, eighteen out of forty-five articles written by Royal Society
fellows in 1748 are addressed by the author to an office-holding member of the Society: either
the secretary, vice president, or president. Though only a minority of the fellows’ articles
stipulate this additional form of authentication, together, fellow-sponsorship and officersponsorship apply to slightly more than half of all articles published in 1748. It seems, therefore,
that knowledge-making in the mid-eighteenth century, at least in Philosophical Transactions, was a
cooperative act across hierarchical lines of scholarly authority, in which officers of the Royal
Society, fellows, and non-fellows frequently lent their support to writers on the next rung down
the ladder.
While Thomas Reid’s article fits the trend of sponsorship for works by non-fellows,
another aspect of his title is unique among all the articles published in 1748. Reid is the only nonfellow to call his paper an ‘essay,’ and one of only three ‘essays’ out of sixty-eight articles that
Thomas Reid, ‘An Essay on Quantity; Occasioned by Reading a Treatise, in Which Simple and Compound Ratio’s
Are Applied to Virtue and Merit, by the Rev. Mr. Reid; Communicated in a Letter from the Rev. Henry Miles D.D.
& F.R.S. to Martin Folkes Esq; Pr. R.S.’, Philosophical Transactions, ed. by Henry Miles, 45 (1748), 505–520
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rstl.1748.0059>.
4 This calculation and the following ones were created through my own analysis of the article titles in the table of
contents for Philosophical Transactions, volume 45 (1748), accessed on 18-Feb-2014:
http://rstl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/45/485-490.toc
5 Adrian Johns, ‘Reading and Experiment in the Early Royal Society’, in Reading, Society, and Politics in Early Modern
England (Cambridge, U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 244–271 (p. 251).
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year. Figure 1 below, shows the submissions in the 1748 Philosophical Transactions sorted according
to the kind of writing (or genre) which is indicated by each title. The four most common genres,
which account for 69% of the articles, appear to focus on empirical, descriptive modes of
thought. Eighteen articles claim to be “a letter…concerning” some phenomenon, like a storm or
an uncommon disease, observed by the author. Titular genres which claim to be an ‘account’,
‘description’, ‘observations’, or ‘experiment’, likewise record information about events, objects,
or processes which the authors have witnessed, whether accidentally or by a carefully contrived
experiment. Clearly then, the dominant form of knowledge-making in the Royal Society in 1748
was based on empirical observation of exterior realities,6 with a Baconian emphasis on sharing
new experiences as broadly as possible.

Genres Indicated in the Titles of Articles
Published in Philosophical Transactions in the
Year 1748
20

Letter…concerning

18

Account or Description

16

Observation

14

Experiment

12

Abstract or Extract

10

Essay
Account…of a treatise

8

Letter…remarks

6

Historia Naturalis

4

Proposal

2

Catalogue

0

No Genre
Figure 1: Chart of Titular Genres in the 1748 Philosophical Transactions 7

The essay format, in contrast, goes about knowledge-making in a very different way. As
Scott Black explains in his analysis of seventeenth-century Royal Society essays, ‘essays are not a
genre in which one reports experiments but rather in which one offers “conjectures” […] and
solicits responses and assistance from others.’8 Citing Robert Boyle’s ‘Proemial Essay’ of 1661,
Black argues that the essay genre functioned as a forum for responsive reading in which
gentlemanly scholars recorded their own reading notes and hypotheses for their peers as a

Scott Black, ‘Boyle’s Essay: Genre and the Making of Early Modern Knowledge’, in Making Knowledge in Early
Modern Europe: Practices, Objects, and Texts, 1400-1800 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp. 178–195 (p.
183).
7 The article titles analyzed to create this chart were obtained from the table of contents for Philosophical Transactions,
volume 45 (1748), accessed on 18-Feb-2014: http://rstl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/45/485-490.toc
8 Black, p. 183.
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written dialogue across long distances and lengths of time.9 Furthermore, an essay was an
opportunity for sharing new theoretical knowledge without sufficient, and sometimes without
any, experimental proof.10 Given this background for the term ‘essay’, Reid was undoubtedly
signaling to his readers that his article would be a short theoretical treatment unsupported by
observation or experiment. Since the piece was ‘occasioned by reading a treatise’ by the protoutilitarian Francis Hutcheson, Reid’s essay-writing is in a way merely an extension of his own
reading.11 In other words, the article expresses Reid’s musings on Hutcheson, offered up for
review and revision by other scholars. This format for reading and ‘discussion’ allowed new
theories to spread quickly for consideration within the academic community, while the more
tedious work of systematizing a theory and collecting empirical confirmation could be deferred
or even abandoned if the theoretical articulation failed to gain traction. In this particular case,
Reid’s ideas must have been well-received since he was offered a position at the University of
Aberdeen after the Essay was published. 12
In addition to these insights provided by Reid’s use of the essay form, the content of the
essay also sheds light on the processes of knowledge-making in the eighteenth century. The Essay
considers which kinds of intellectual matters should and should not be subjected to quantitative
reasoning, or more specifically, mathematical calculations. As his title indicates, Reid invented his
guidelines for applying arithmetic after encountering Hutcheson’s ‘An Inquiry Concerning Moral
Good and Evil,’ in which Hutcheson attempted to develop a calculus for evaluating morality.
Hutcheson was the first to articulate the axiom later adopted by the utilitarian movement: ‘that
Action is best, which procures the greatest Happiness for the greatest Numbers; and that, worst, which, in
like manner, occasions Misery’ (original emphasis).13 Hutcheson proposes a ‘universal Canon to
compute the Morality of any Actions’ which stipulates complex mathematical equations and
calculations that purport to yield precise measurements of moral value. Clearly, both Reid and
Hutcheson’s work are situated within a broader conversation about the appropriate use of
mathematical reason; by the time Reid published his article questioning aspects of his argument,
Hutcheson had already been revising his position on moral calculations. The mathematical
equations Reid opposed appeared in only the first three editions of the Inquiry, but Hutcheson
dropped them from the fourth edition in 1738.14 Figure 215 and Figure 316 below illustrate the
removal of the calculations by comparing Section III, Part XI of the Inquiry from the third
edition of 1729 and the fifth edition in 1753 (the fourth edition cannot be reproduced here due
to copyright concerns). Hutcheson originally claimed that new moral knowledge could be
calculated by observing the right phenomena and following correct logical or mathematical
Black, pp. 179, 190; Robert Boyle, ‘Proemial Essay’, in Certain physiological essays: written at distant times, and on several
occasions (London: Printed for Henry Herringman, 1661), pp. 1–36 (p. 9).
10 Black, p. 183.
11 Black, p. 186.
12 Gideon Yaffe and Ryan Nichols, ‘Thomas Reid’, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. by Edward N. Zalta,
Winter 2009, 2009 <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2009/entries/reid/>.
13 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue; in Two Treatises, The third edition,
corrected (London: J. and J. Knapton, J. Darby, A. Bettesworth, F. Fayram, J. Pemberton and 5 others, 1729), p.
180.
14 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue; in Two Treatises, The fourth edition,
corrected (London: D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, and C. Hitch, J. and J. Pemberton, R. Ware and 7 others, 1738),
p. 187.
15 Hutcheson, Inquiry (1729), digitized by the Google Books Project.
16 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue; in Two Treatises, The fifth edition,
corrected (London: R. Ware, J. and P. Knapton, T. and T. Longman, C. Hitch and L. Hawes, J. Hodges, J. and J.
Rivington, and J. Ward, 1753), digitized by the Google Books Project.
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procedures. As we shall see, Thomas Reid responded by drawing a sharp distinction between
things which he considered to be appropriate subjects for mathematical calculation, and things
which were not.

Figure 2: 1729 Edition of Hutcheson's Inquiry,
with mathematical formulae

Figure 3: 1753 Edition of Hutcheson's Inquiry,
mathematical formulae have been removed

Reid’s Essay deals with three main topics: 1) the definition of ‘quantity’ and the methods
for dealing with it appropriately, 2) whether quantitative reasoning applies to entities like virtue,
and 3) an application to the controversy about force between Newton and Leibniz. He argues
that anything which has ‘quantity’ has by definition a proportional relationship to one or more of
the only three inherently countable and divisible properties: duration, extension, and number.17
Since moral virtue and other similar concepts have no such relationship, it is impossible to
quantify or mathematically compare the moral value of specific actions. Following the traditional
form of the essay genre, Reid has so far employed purely theoretical arguments, based on
deductive reasoning or appealing to authorities like Aristotle,18 to develop his definition of
quantity and prove that virtue, merit, and so forth do not quantifiable properties. Next, however,
Reid lays out a kind of thought-experiment, still not based on empirical facts or data, but
nevertheless as practical evidence that his definition of quantity is true and useful. In this final
section, he argues that his definition of ‘quantity’ resolves a decades-old controversy between
Newton and Leibniz about how to calculate the force of an object in motion. From Reid’s
17
18

Reid, p. 508.
Reid, p. 507.
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perspective, this vicious disagreement is merely semantic. The two scientists have posited
definitions of force which are both internally consistent, but contrary to one another. Thus, for
Reid, new knowledge about the behavior of objects in the physical world could only be obtained
by first formulating the theoretical definition of force. This emphasis on definition reveals
something surprising about the eighteenth-century view of knowledge-making in the physical
sciences, which were not exactly the sort of ‘empirical’ that twenty-first century textbooks might
assume:
Till Force then is defined, and by that Definition a Measure of it is assigned, we
fight in the dark about a vague Idea, which is not sufficiently determined to be
admitted into any mathematical Proposition. And when such a Definition is
given, the Controversy will presently be ended.19
For Reid, definition is imperative. Force must be defined specifically enough to give its
proportional relationship to one of the three measureable quantities listed above before any
mathematical or empirical arguments can be employed in support of that definition. In fact, until
the proportion is defined, all we have is a ‘dark and vague idea,’ which raises concerns (not
addressed by Reid) about what sorts of practical or experimental knowledge could be ascertained
without a definition or with an incorrect definition.
The image of knowledge-making that emerges from Reid’s essay takes a spiral form.
First, he defines quantity in the abstract, then he supports his definition with evidence: a thought
experiment regarding physical force. Within this latter section, he returns to definition, this time
defining the term ‘force,’ which he says must logically precede any mathematical argument about
the nature of physical force. For Reid then, cumulative iterations of first stipulating a definition,
then testing it in practice or by thought-experiment, lead to new knowledge. As we will see next,
my second artefact approaches knowledge-making in away very similar to this virtuous cycle of
definition and physical proof employed by Thomas Reid.

GEORGE VERTUE’S ENGRAVING OF ABRAHAM SHARP
As the printed text transformed the written word in the early modern period, so printmaking,
such as engraving, brought the ability to produce multiple copies of the same piece of visual
media. Previously, works of visual art had to be painted or sculpted individually, usually at great
cost. Printmaking extends the possibility of ‘possessing’ an artistic image to the middle and lower
classes. Furthermore, the same image can be shared by many owners and locations. One
particular image, a depiction of Abraham Sharp produced in 1744 by the prolific engraver
George Vertue, exemplifies these broader trends but also particularly addresses the topics of
knowledge-making and mathematics. This image (see Figure 4) depicts an oval portrait of a
gentleman framed with a Latin inscription and sitting on a shelf with some curious objects, under
which lies a shield bearing a family coat of arms. The inscription means ‘Abraham Sharp,
illustrious mathematician. Died on the 15th of August in the Year of our Lord 1742, aged 91.’20
Vertue likely based his engraving on a painting which today can be found in the manor house of
Bradford, the region where Sharp lived.21 However, Vertue’s composition is novel in several
Reid, p. 514.
My own translation
21 This painting can be found online at the following link, accessed on 17-Feb-2014, but it unfortunately cannot be
reproduced here due to copyright concerns: http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/abraham-sharp16511742-23612
19
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ways: he places the portrait in an architectural setting (a common feature in Vertue’s work) and
he places the sphere and the double-sector outside of the portrait along with other objects, while
in the original painting Sharp holds these two objects in his hands. By separating the objects
from the portrait and extending them into a three-dimensional space outside of it, the engraving
emphasizes that although Sharp is gone, his instruments and the work he performed with them
still exist in tangible form.

Figure 4: Engraving of Abraham Sharp, by George Vertue22

This tangibility points to an important kind of knowledge-making in the intellectual life of the
eighteenth century. First, the engraving itself is a tangible image, produced cheaply enough to be
purchased by many people. Vertue’s friend, Horace Walpole, claimed that the engraver invented
the marketing ploy of issuing collections of engravings grouped by theme, such as poets or royal
houses, to encourage consumers to purchase the whole set. He even seeded the market by
making gifts of complete sets to highly placed individuals, which others would see and then

Museum of the History of Science: http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/collections/imu-search-page/recorddetails/?thumbnails=on&irn=10916&TitInventoryNo=79701 (used by permission)
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desire for themselves.23 Thus, the tangible engravings, like collector’s cards today, reveal a social
desire to ‘possess’ emminent people in printed form, to learn about them and to use them to
signify the owner's intellectual or political status.
Furthermore, the subject of Vertue’s engraving, Abraham Sharp, directly connected tangible
objects with the idea of knowledge-making in his life’s work as a mathematician and astronomer.
Professionally, Sharp constructed the most advanced astronomical instruments of the time
during his collaboration with the Royal Astronomer, John Flamsteed. This celestial work was a
very earthly endeavor, involving casting, cutting, and assembling metal fixtures as large as six feet
in length.24 Sharp was recognized in his own time for pioneering new levels of precision in
marking divisions on delicate instruments.25 Some of Sharp’s instruments appear in Vertue’s
engraving, like an armillary sphere which he designed with an unusual ‘apparatus for the
exhibition and resolution of spherical triangles’.26 Thus, the engraving of Abraham Sharp
highlights the tangibility of eighteenth-century knowledge-making on multiple levels by treating
an intellectual figure as a subject for collectible artwork and by foregrounding the physical
creations of a mathematician-astronomer whose mental abilities were highly respected.

MATHEMATICAL IDEAS AND THE PHYSICAL WORLD: A DIALOGUE

Figure 5: Enlargement of eighteen-sided solid from
Vertue’s engraving

Figure 6: Enlargement of Plate 1 from
Sharp's Geometry Improv'd detailing Figure 20.1

If Thomas Reid’s Essay and George Vertue’s engraving could engage in a dialogue about how
knowledge was made in the eighteenth century, a consensus would emerge around the
importance of grounding abstract theory in evidence from the natural world, and of finding ways
to reflect new knowledge in tangible objects. Like the intellectuals of many other time periods,
Horace Walpole and George Vertue, ‘The Life of Mr. George Vertue’, in A catalogue of engravers, who have been born or
resided in England; digested by Mr. Horace Walpole from the MSS. of Mr. George Vertue; to which is added An account of the life
and works of the latter, Second Edition (Strawberry-Hill, 1765), p. 7.
24 William Cudworth, Life and Correspondence of Abraham Sharp: The Yorkshire Mathematician and Astronomer, and Assistant
of Flamsteed; with Memorials of His Family, and Associated Families (S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, Ltd.; [etc., etc.,],
1889), pp. 16, 59.
25 Cudworth, p. 167.
26 Cudworth, p. 168.
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thinkers of the 1700s were inspired by Euclid’s method of building new knowledge step-by-step
from simple beginnings. Thomas Reid emphasized proper definitions as the necessary starting
point for developing useful laws of physics, while at the same time showing from the definition
of quantity itself that the moral calculations of Hutcheson were invalid. All this relates closely to
a small but significant figure Vertue must have intentionally added to the engraving, since it is
not present in the original painting. This figure, shown enlarged in Figure 5, comes from Sharp’s
book Geometry Improv’d (1717) as can be seen in Figure 6.27 The book, mostly tables of logarithms
which would have been useful to navigators and other mathematicians, also contains—which
might come as a surprise to the modern reader—instructions on how to cut various geometric
solids from wooden cubes. The figure illustrated by Vertue is a new polyhedron Sharp
discovered himself, which he calls ‘A Solid of Eighteen Bases’.28 It is the first of twelve new
shapes which he introduces with the following statement.
All the Solid Bodies hitherto mentioned being already known, as an Addition to
the Geometrical Store I shall subjoin Twelve more; none of which (I presume)
have yet been expos’d to publick View, and some of them perhaps being more
beautiful and elegant than any of the former.29
Sharp gives detailed instructions for drawing cut lines on a wooden cube, then cutting along
various planes to create a physical incarnation of each of the twelve solids which he says were
previously unknown to the ‘Publick’. In an age without plastics, three-dimensional computer
modeling, or calculators, there must have existed considerable doubt about whether an alleged
polyhedron actually existed. We can imagine Sharp handing his friends the little wooden object
as a tangible form of evidence to go alongside his proofs and calculations. To be sure, Sharp was
ultimately concerned with the abstract concepts themselves, rather than the wood. In his
instructions, he calculates each shape’s ideal dimensions out to twenty decimal places, far past
the tolerances any woodcutter could have met.30 Even so, we can note that Sharp’s Geometry, and
also Vertue’s engraving of the eighteen-sided shape, seem to connect the creation of new
mathematical knowledge with the ability to manifest those ideas in the physical world. The
instructions for the model-builder function in a sense as the mathematical ‘proof’ of Sharp’s
claims to have discovered new solid shapes. Just as Reid emphasized proper deductive methods,
starting with careful definitions and reasoning incrementally to useful properties of physics, so
Sharp gives a geometric description, followed by successive physical steps that will reify the
abstract form into its physical manifestation.
In this dialogue between essay and engraving, much more could be said. Certainly both
objects highlight a tendency to approach the construction of knowledge as one-way street,
beginning in the mind with axioms and definitions but ending in the natural world with some
object or ability to exercise power over objects. Reid’s Essay contains both the negative and
positive species of this format, as he first shows the uselessness of Hutcheson’s invalid moral
calculations and then later shows how careful definitions in natural philosophy can lead to highly
useful principles of physics. The engraving of Abraham Sharp by George Vertue represents
perhaps the earliest attempt by members of the popular culture to ‘possess’ collections of
Figure 1 from Sharp’s Geometry Improv’d, digitized by the e-rara.ch project: http://dx.doi.org/10.3931/e-rara-4545,
page 141
28 Abraham Sharp, Geometry Improv’d (London: Richard Mount and John Sprint, 1717), p. 73.
29 Sharp, p. 73.
30 I’m indebted to George W. Hart for pointing out Sharp’s minute calculations in his webpage called ‘Abraham
Sharp’s Polyhedra’ located at http://www.georgehart.com/virtual-polyhedra/sharp.html. [visited 14-March-2014]
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intelligent and powerful people by buying posters. Furthermore, Vertue’s choice to foreground
the artefacts of Sharp’s intellectual work, namely his instruments and the shape he discovered,
reminds us how necessary objects were to establishing the objectivity of abstract mathematical
knowledge in the eighteenth century. That Reid chose physical science as the proving ground for
his principle of definition, even within the framework of a theoretical ‘essay’, further emphasizes
the grounded approach he and his contemporaries took to making knowledge. From these two
objects, at least, knowledge-making in the eighteenth century looks like an arrow pointing strictly
in one direction: from abstract theory to practical application.
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